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An Interview with Lorenzo DiAndrea,
Autistic Artist
Chris Bass, Ought Co-Editor
Lorenzo DiAndrea, the artist featured here, identifies as a disabled artist
whose primary means of communication is gestural, and grounded in
acts of kindness, love, seeing and feeling. Lorenzo’s profile includes
indicators for intellectual, developmental, and medical disabilities,
including autism.
The content of this interview has been crafted through a team approach
by Lorenzo and his parental guardian and developmental psychologist,
Michelle L. Marigliano. The answers to the questions have been created
by listening to the responses Lorenzo shared after reading and being
read the interview questions. Lorenzo’s responses have been transcribed
and his exact language is presented in quotes. The additional information
has been gathered as a result of Michelle’s observations of Lorenzo’s daily
living and creative process.
Chris Bass: How long have you been painting?
Lorenzo/Michelle: Lorenzo has had access to a variety of art making
materials, including paint throughout his life. In 2005, Lorenzo began
exploring Saori weaving (a Japanese approach to hand weaving) at Loop
of the Loom, currently in New York City, and in 2018, he began exploring
fine art printmaking at Frontline Arts in Branchburg, New Jersey.
Chris Bass: What medium do you typically use as a painter (oil, oil
pastels, pencil and paper)?
Lorenzo/Michelle: “Painting with a brush.” <pause> “Red, Orange,
Yellow, Green.” <pause>“Watercolor.” <pause>“Paper.” Silkscreen paint,
watercolor and classic Washi roll paper. “Black tape” is often used by
Lorenzo when he curates his work on the walls in his home.
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Chris Bass: I have noticed that you also produce cloth art. How did you
get interested in this medium?
Lorenzo/Michelle: When Lorenzo was young he started to weave at
“Loop of the Loom,” as a shared experience with his brother and mom. At
Loop of the Loom, he learned to make tapestries and clothing. Lorenzo
also uses the “sewing machine.”
Chris Bass: How do you know when a piece of work is finished?
Lorenzo/Michelle: “Work is finished.” Throughout the creative process
Lorenzo ebbs and flows between adding color, quietly gazing at his work
and looking at color choices before selecting a new color. It seems to the
observer that Lorenzo’s close observation and intuition are vital forces
for his decision about when a piece of work is finished.
Chris Bass: How does a completed piece of work make you feel?
Lorenzo/Michelle: “Better.” “I feel happy.” “Smiling.”
Chris Bass: Do you find that doing art is a way of communicating?
Lorenzo/Michelle: When asked how his day was it is typical for Lorenzo
to share a few words about his art making: “Art work,” “Painting with
a brush,” “Frontline Arts,” “Printing,” “10 Print,” “Red,” “Yellow,” “Green,”
“Blue.” Lorenzo also has been known to show people photos of his
creative process and show them the work he has completed.
Chris Bass: Has painting allowed you to feel connected with a
community?
Lorenzo/Michelle: Lorenzo’s family, and the people within his
neighborhood, school, and wellness and medical communities have
always nurtured meaningful relationships with him and with one another.
As a result, Lorenzo trusts his world. We see this in his ability to confront
medical procedures, and in his communication through the artistic
process. Lorenzo’s abstract expressions have offered an opportunity for
people to deepen their attachment and bonding with Lorenzo, as well as
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to gain understanding for his emotional intelligence and visual literacy.
Throughout Lorenzo’s work it is easy to see and feel how the themes of
color theory, shape, line, and texture evoke an interpersonal connection
between the viewer, the art, and Lorenzo. While showing his work
during a public event, Lorenzo’s confidence and generosity has become a
beautiful and powerful reflection of his connection.
Chris Bass: Is there anything that you think we should know about you or
your art?
Lorenzo/Michelle: Lorenzo has always navigated the world with
creativity and persistence. Over the past 23 years, he has endured
a variety of health challenges, hospitalizations, and over 30 surgical
procedures to address spine and chest anomalies. To pass time in the
hospital, Lorenzo always transformed his room into an art studio. He
would listen to music, create miniature worlds, puppets, sculptures,
portraits and books. During one stay at the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP), he brought colored cellophane to the hospital and
created a mosaic installation on his sunlit window, which allowed his love
of color and shape to illuminate the room.
While in middle school, Lorenzo was diagnosed with epilepsy. Even when
faced with this new obstacle, Lorenzo responded to these challenges
with patience and appreciation, giving smiles and hugs to everyone who
helped.
Although Lorenzo has limited expressive language and faces the
challenge of ongoing medical care, it is clear that he finds peace and
comfort exploring the creative process. The arts have provided him
with the opportunity to express his ideas and experiences. Moving
his body, listening to music, making marks, painting, drawing, wood
working, weaving, bookmaking and journaling—all of these activities
have provided opportunities which have helped him develop a stronger
sense of confidence, as well as the chance to experience the joy of
self-expression.
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The works included in this gallery are taken from Lorenzo’s Big Collection
(2019) and are titled as follows: Monoprint 24 (p. 47, top); Monoprint 12
(p. 47, bottom); Monoprint 1 (p. 49, top); Monoprint 8 (p. 49, bottom); and
Monoprint 7 (p. 51). All were created using silkscreen monoprint on paper.
Chris Bass is a doctoral candidate in the Department of English at the
University of Illinois Chicago. He has more than a decade of experience
teaching English Language Arts and Executive Functioning Skills in both
Chicago Public Schools and the Chicago suburbs. His research interests
include Disability Studies, Literacy Studies, and English Education. At
UIC, he has taught courses in both the first year writing program and the
English Education program. He is the Co-Editor of Ought: The Journal of
Autistic Culture
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